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IBM Z at Think 2019
At Think 2019, February 12–15 in San Francisco, California, IBM Z is hosting numerous thought
leadership sessions, interactive demos and hands-on labs that enable you to explore the full
portfolio of IBM Z solutions for cloud, security, analytics, blockchain, DevOps and more.
Explore the newest z14 capabilities and increase your mainframe knowledge and skills.

What You’ll Find at the Infrastructure
and Cloud Campus
• A virtual immersion through the future of technology
• Industry experts, luminaries, futurists and scientists
• Over 50 dedicated IBM Z breakout sessions
• Live demos including Blockchain, DevSecOps,

Hybrid Cloud and Security

• 14 dedicated IBM Z solution Think Tanks
• Hands-on labs and technical training
• See it ﬁrst at Think – exclusive announcements
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New and Different at
Think 2019
Education to future-proof
your career

Deep dive into the
hottest topics

Get a year’s worth of training in
2,000+ sessions, 350+ tech
breakouts, and 100s of labs and
certiﬁcations from global leaders
and innovators using IT to
creatively solve their biggest
challenges.

Create your own experience.
Go broad across emerging
industry trends or deep with
specialized training.

Connect and network
with experts
Interact with the brightest
minds from C-level executives
to practitioners to help solve
your toughest business and
technical challenges.

Celebrate
San Francisco at Pier 39
Enjoy live entertainment,
street performers, local
cuisine and cocktails at
San Francisco's iconic
Pier 39. Not to be missed!

Explore Infrastructure
Village at 969 Market Street
Exclusive for IBM Systems Clients
• We’ve designed a VIP lounge dedicated for your convenience.
• Featuring unique workshops and sessions.
• Enjoy world-class entertainment, hospitality and more.
• Need to work between sessions? Come to our lounge –
open for the duration of Think.

Celebrate Reinvention
New data-driven technologies and business processes are empowering big shifts in enterprise IT, and IBM is your trusted
guide to uncovering new sources of competitive advantage. Think is where you can discover the biggest bets in technology in
2019 and beyond – advancements that are driving business reinvention for nearly every enterprise. Bring your team and
reinforce a culture of continuous learning, innovation and fun in an environment where your digital transformation priorities
are top of mind.

Here’s a preview of session content:
• Powering the workloads that transform business (7166)
• Agile platform enabling digital transformation (7167)
• Developing modern application on z/OS (7168)
• Securing your Data against breaches (7169)
• A flexible Cloud infrastructure (7170)

Register now at ibm.biz/Think19

